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Datebook
Monday, March 19
WBGU-TV, -Ohio Business Outlook.· 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m .. host George Howick examines
issues concerning Ohio's business community.
Channel 27.

Tuesday, March 20
Classified Staff Council, 9 a.m .. Conference
Room, Mileti Alumni Center.
WBGU-TV Program, ·university Forum: 5:30
and 11 :30 p.m .. this program features discussions of issues facing the University community
today, Channel 27.

Social philosopher to address world civil rights
Dr. Richard H_ King. a world-renowned social

critic. historian and philosopher from the University of Nottingham. will speak on -Civil Rights in
Global Perspective: Non-Violent Protest Polrtcs
from Montgomery, Alabama. to Berlin, Johannesburg. and Tienanmen Square· at 7:30 p.m.
April 4 in the Joe E. Brown Theatre ot University
Hall.
In his address. King shall describe how recent
events have grown out of post WOl:cl War II
protest politics in Africa. the Middle East and the
American South.

ODK to initiate April 6

WBGU-TV Program, "Time Out." 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m .. La.-ry Weiss is the host of this show
which examines the Falcons' week in sports.
Channel 27.

Omicron Delta Kappa will hold its annual spring
initiation April 6.
It will begin with a breakfast from 7-8 a.m. in the
Alumni Room of the University Union. The initiation will be at 4 p.m. in Prout Chapel. followed by
a reception from 5-6 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge
of the University Union_
Members are reminded to wear their ribbons to
all events.

Saturday, March 24

Plan to lose weight

Thursday, March 22

WBGU-TV Program, ·Amish Cooking From
Quilt Country." noon. host Marcia Adams creates
"Fritters Great and Small." Channel 27.

Sunday, March 25
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint." 9:30 a.m ..
host Judy Paschalis tackles the issues that affect
us all. Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, ·1rs About Time: A Tale Of
Secrets Of Our Clocks And Calendars." 7:30
p.m., Physical Sciences Building.

Monday, March 26
Guest Recital, by darinetist Lux Brahn and
pianist Hanni Schmid-Wyss, Switzerland. 8 p.m ..
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Economics Colloquium Series, "Economic
Logic of Unconscionability Adjudication." by
Daniel T. Ostas. Unversity of Maryland. 4000
Business Administration Building.
International Film Series, "My Friend Ivan
Lapshin." 8 p.m.. 121 West Hall.

Candidates are needed
Classified Staff Council needs interested
dassified staff to fill seven rouncil seats for the
next academic year. Successful candidates will
serve three-year terms.
Persons interested in playing a role in
University governance and having a voice in
issues affecting classified staff should send sellnominations to CSC. P.O. Box 91. University
Hall by March 26. Elections will be held May 3.

Service is planned
A memorial service tor Dr. Harry Gyman.
sociology. who died Feb. 23, will be held Monday
(March 19). It will be at 2:30 p.m. in Prout Chapel
and will be followed by a reception at 3 p.m. in
the atrium area of the second floor ol Williams
Hall.

The next Weight Watchers Program will be
offered starting March 29 and will run through
May31.
The 10-week session is held from noon to 1
p.m. in the Campus Room of the University
Union. However. the first meeting on March 29
will be in the Town Room of the Union and the
May 1O meeting will be in 409 South Hall.
A minimum of 16 participants is necessary to
conduct the dass. The cost scale has been
adjusted to reflect rates for 1990 and is $100 for
16-19 participants and $95 for 20 or more
participants.
Persons interested in the program should
contact Ruth Milliron or Cheryl Heinlen at 3722236 by March 28-

A Phi Beta Kappa graduate ol the University_ol
North Carolina, King holds a master's degree in
American studies from Yale and a doctorate in
American history from the University ol Virginia.
He has taught American studies at Nottingham
for the past seven years.
He is the author ol two books. The Pany of
Eros: Radical Social Thought and the Realm of
Freedom and A Southern Renaissance: The
Cultural Awal<ening of the American South.
1930-1955.
He also has written many essays. articles and

book reviews for professional journals and
magazines ranging from the Kenyon Review to
Psychology Today and American Uterary
History. He is presently a member of the
editorial board of Mississippi Quarterly.
Before going abroad. King taught at the
University of Maryland. the Federal City College/
University in the District of Columbia and
StilllT'.an Collage.
At Nottingham he teaches undergraduate
courses in American thought and culture.
modem southern literature. American politics,
and the civil rights movement. He also teaches
graduate level courses in American studies and
critical theory.
The lecture will be followed by an open
reception for the speaker.

ERIP to be discussed
At the March 20 Classified Staff Council meeting, Dr. J_ Christopher Dalton will be the guest
speaker and will address the topic of whether another Early Retirement Incentive Program is feasible for dassified staff.
Any dassified employee interested in the topic
is invited to attend the meeting. Dalton is expected to speak at 1O a.m. The meeting. which
begins at 9 a.m., will be in the conference room
of the Mileti Alumni Center.

Computer rental set

Complete your waivers

Microcomputers will be available for rent tor the
summer through Computer Services.
The rental lee is $50 for the period of tJ.ay 3
through August 27. Applications are available at
241 Math Science Building, 102 Hayes Hall or at
the receptionist's desk at Computer Services on
the second floor of the Health Center.
All applications must be received by 4 p.m.
April 6. Persons with questions should call 3722102.

Faculty and staff are reminded to complete and
submit employee and dependent lee waivers to
the bursar's office for summer dasses.

Obituary
Janet Rader
Janet Rader, 44, a former University employee.
died in her home in North Baltimore March 11 .
She had worked at several locations on
campus. beginning with a full-time position from
1964-68 in the psychology department. From
1969-71. she was a full-time employee in the
treasurer's office and from 1972-74, she worked
part-time in the College of Arts and Sciences and
at the romputer center.
For the past 15 years, Rader was employed as
a secretary at the Marathon Oil Co .• Findlay.
Memorials may be made to the donor's choice.

Faculty I Staff positinns
The following faculty positions are available:
Firelands College: Assistant professor of English and director of English composition. Also,
instructor of English. humanities department (temporary. full-time)_ Deadlines: March 24. For all
positions. contact the Office ol the Dean (433-5560). _ _
_
. _
Mathematics and Statistics: Assistant professor, anbopated. Also. assoaate1ull professor, antiClpated. Also. assistant professc~. !O=: 311 positions. contact Hassoon S. Al-Amiri (2-2636). Deadlines:
March 20.
Science Library: Science reference librarian•assistant professor. Contact Chris Miko (2-2591).
Deadline: March 20.
Special Education: Assistant professor of rehabilitation counseling (anticipated). Contact Edward
D. FISCUS (2-7293). Deadline: March 26.
The following administrative positions are available:
Biological Sciences: Administrative assistant. Contact Reginald Noble (2·2332). Deadline: March
21.
Residential Services: Residence hall complex coordinator. Also. residence hall director. Also. residence hall manager. Contact Fayetta M. Pau!sen (2-2546). Deadline: Aug. 1.

Pool, bookstore closed
The Iris Andrews pool and spa at the Student
Recreation Center will be closed for painting and
maintenance from March 18 to April 1.
The University Bookstore will be dosed for
annual inventory through March 24.
from the front
ItalY-~~~~~~~~

who studied at SACI last year. said. "Besides
giving me the classes I needed. the trip gave me
a chance to see things I never thought I would
get to see. such as famous artwork. the cathedrals. the Colosseum. the Leaning Tower of Pisa
and the Sistine Chapel. That was the best.·
Approximately $4.000 in scholarships are
available to prospective participants from
Bowling Green's School of Art. SAGI and the
Medici Circle. an organization that provides
support for art activities at the University.
Scholarship recipients are chosen on the basis
of portfolios. - Lori Fox
Symposi111.111.&m....__fro_m_the_f_ron_t_ _
development of mechanistic organic photochem-

istry.
The photochemist. who is the McMaster
Institute Senior Fellow at Bowling Green for the
1989-90 academic year. taught at Iowa State
University and the California Institute of
Technology. He also served as vice chancellor
for natural sciences at the University of California
at Santa Cruz. foreign secretary of the National
Academy of Sciences and as a corporate
research director for Allied Signal Corp. until his
retirement last year.
Among his many awards are the Danforth
Foundation Award for Gifted Teaching. the
American Chemical Society Award in Chemical
Education and the Priestley Award, the highest
honor of the American Chemical Society.
The daylong symposium will be held in 1007
Business Administration Building.
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Dalton explains feasibility

CSC discusses early retirement
· In order to justify another Early
Retirement Incentive Program for
dassified staff, Classified Staff Council
would have to recommend it as a
benefit, Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, vice
president for planning and budgeting,
told CSC at its March 20 meeting.
Dalton had been invited to attend the
meeting to explain the possibility of
implementing a second early retirement
program for dassified staff. The last time
a program was offered was in 1987-88
when 66 employees retired.
Dalton said there are several benefits
to the University for offering an early
retirement program to employees: it is
an effective way to increase the number
of employees who retire if there is a
need to reduce the number of full-time
employees: it can be an effective way to
reallocate staffing; in the case of faculty,
it is a good way to get a jump on
replacing faculty members since it is predicted there will be a smaller pool of
these employees to draw from in the late
1990s; and it can result in a money ·
savings.
An early retirement program saves
money for a university when there is a
difference in the retiree's salary and the
salary paid to the new employee hired to
replace him or_ her. "Retirees normally_ ..
have a higher salary than what the
replacement is hired in at.· Dalton said.
"However, for classified staff. we have a

lower savings than for the faculty program
because classified replacements come in
at about 80 percent of the retiree's salary.
That doesn't provide for a substantial
savings."
Currently, the University does not need
to reduce or reallocate any classified
staffing, Dalton said, and it is not ex·
_
pected that there wiU be shortages in the
classified pool in the future.
In addition, if an early retirement
program was offered to classified staff, it
would also have to be offered to administrative staff, Dalton said. Faculty have an
on-going program offered to them, but if it
ever becomes infeasible, it wiU be
discontinued.
"I'm willing to consider any arguments
for a program, but a repeat of a program
for dassified staff is diff1CUlt to justify that
it would be of any benefit to the University; Dalton said. "There isn't the
rationale for it as there is for a faculty
program.·
From a cash flow standpoint. Dalton
said the University •came out about even"
on the 1987-88 ERIP for classified staff.
If CSC would recommend an early
retirement program as a benefit for
dassified staff, it would have to be
reviewed with all other benefits submitted,
Dalt.onsaicU:Jawer, funding for it.would
not necessarily have to come from the

Continued on Page 3
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Scott Hamilton

Scott Hamilton and his friends
to perform at Ice Arena April 25
Workl and Olympic gold medalist Scott Hamilton will return to the University's
Ice Arena April 25 with a showcase of talented skaters to present one perform-

ance.
"Scott Hamilton and Friends" will feature Hamilton, as well as Olympic skating
duo Kitty and Peter Carruthers. Also scheduled to appear are Brian Orser, two-time Olympic silver medalist, and Rosalynn Sumners, an Olympic silver medalist
Also featured will be the bronze medal dance team of Tracy Wilson and Robert
McCall, duo Lea Ann Miller and William Fauver, and Kathleen Schmelz.
Tickets go on sale Wednesday1March 28) at the Ice Arena, 372-2264. Ticket
prices for the 7:30 performance are $6 for general admission {north end seats);
$9 for reserved seats; $12 for chair seats; and $15 for on-ice seating.

Mortar Board chapter named in her honor

Paulsen plans retirement after a 27-year career
"The more things change, the more
they stay the same" is not a view of
the University as seen through the
eyes of Fayetta Paulsen, assistant
vice president for student affairs.
During her 27-year career on campus,
she has seen the University diversify
and grow in many ways.
Paulsen, who will retire from
residential services in June, came to
the University in 1963 as dean of
women, a position that no longer
exists on campus. She was the final
disciplinarian for female students, and
was in charge of all events for women
on campus. In the role, she also
developed and refined residence hall
programs and regulations.
"We controlled behavior of students
by making rules for women. By
enforcing these rules, we were
teaching the students responsibility.·
Paulsen said. For example, dosing
hours for freshman residence halls
were 10 p.m. during the week with bed
checks to confirm women had homework completed and were tucked
under their covers. If enough demerit
points were collected for not abiding
by the curfew, then the students were
disciplined by having to attend a study

haU.
Rules and regulations were not the

same for male as for female students.
The men had no bed checks or
obligations to be involved in an
organization. However, they had to follow other University policies such as
not being permitted to drink alcohol.
Paulsen admits that having a
different set of rules for men and
women suggested inequality. but as
times changed so did the rules.
"Students have not changed but
society has; she said in acknowledging that today such rules would be

outdated. The ~administration mothers"
who used to be on campus to teach
responsibility have disappeared with the
times and students now are free to make
their own decisions. Creating responsible
people, not dependent people, has
become the goal of residential services.
After being dean of women, Paulsen
held a variety of other titles including
assistant dean of students, coordinator of
campus housing and associate dean of
students. However, through the years her
job responsibilities have remained
essentially the same. In residential
services, Paulsen works with aD students,
both men and women. Her area is responsible for staffing and training the unit
directors and resident advisers. She also
supervises the University's Greek
program and student cftsciplinary procedures.
The number of students on campus has
almost doubled during the past 27 years,
and Paulsen has been able to play a role
in the design of some of the residence
halls built to accomodate them. When
Kreischer and Harshman Quadrangles
and Offenhauer Towers were constructed, Paulsen and her staff were
consulted to help detennine the needs for
the riving units.
Despite its growth, Paulsen thinks the .
University has been able to maintain its
personal touch. Eight thousand students
live on campus and they have many opportunities to become involved in a
variety of organizations. "There are
programs in every living unit dedicated to
the student's personal development.· she

said.
In addition to her job, Paulsen has
always enjoyed being involved in other
campus activities. In 1969 she established a University chapter of Mortar
Board from the academic cap and Gown
~ty then on campus. After two years

Hammond given
honorary degree
from University
Noted photochemist Dr. George S.
Hammond, a Senior Fellow of the Harold
and Helen McMaster Institute, was
awarded an honorary doctor of science
degree March 24
by the University.
Dr. Eloise Clark,
vice president for
academic affairs,
presented the
degree to
Hammond at a
banquet concluding a daylong
photochemistry
symposium
presented in his
George Hammond

honor.

Fayetta Paulsen
of hard work, the chapter received
national recognition from Mortar Board,
and she continued advising the group for
many years.
Her devotion to the chapter has not
been forgotten. Last fall, Mortar Board
renamed the University chapter in her
honor because of her continued dedica-

Continued on Page 3

Some 160 scientists from around the worid. many of
them Hammond's former students and
colleagues, attended the symposium.
which was sponsored by the Center for
Photochemical Sciences and E.L
DuPont de Nemours Central Research
in Wilmington, Del.
In conferring the honorary degree.
Clark praised Hammond for his research
contributions in physical organic
chemi.qry leading to improved understanding of the relationship between
chemical reaction rates and the positions
of chemical equilibria (the Hammond
Postulate). as well as other research
fundamental to the development of
mechanistic organic photochemistry.
In addition, she cited Hammond's
teaching, pubiications, work as foreign
secretary of the National Academy of
Sciences, and "pasSion for understanding and promoting the role of science
education in technological advances·
demonstrated during his tenure this

Continued on Page 3

Erick Hawkins Dance Company to perform March 29
The renowned Erick Hawkins Dance
Company will perform Thursday (Marcil
29) on campus as part of the Bowling
Green Festival Series. The performance
will begin at 8 p.m. in Kobad<er Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Three dances
cfloreographed by Hawkins. "Heyoka."
"New Moon" and -Cantilever Two; will be
featured on the. program.
The cfloreographer. a native of Colorado, was inspired to become a dancer
after seeing Harold Kreutzberg and
Yvonne Georgi perform. He was the first
American student in Geroge Balanchine's
School of American Ballet and proved
himself to be a promising choregrapher
after creating -Showpiece" for the Ballet
Caravan (later to become the New York
City Ballet).
He opened his own school in 1951 and
developed a "free flow technique." being
the first to use fluidity positively in danCe.
His school is the fourth oldest dance
school in existence.
In June 1988 Hawkins won the Samuel
H. Saipps American Dance Festival
Award for his lifetime contribution to
moden dance and a year later, PBS
produced the television special •Erick
Hawkins America.·
Hawkins has been praised for changing
•our idea of what dance is." and, at age
80, for capturing a regenerative vision of
life that "fills his new dances with a poetic
resonance, immediacy and joy.·
H°IS company's appearance in Bowling
Green will be preceded by a special
disa•ssioo of the piogram by Dr. Vincent

Corrigan. musical arts. Corrigan's free
preview begins at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan

Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Reserved seat tickets for the performance are priced at $7, $12 and $17 for

adults and $4, $9 and $14 for students.
Tickets can be reserved by calling the
center box office at 372-8171. MasterCard and VISA are accepted. Any
remaining tickets will be sold at the door
the night of the performance.

.History conference set for April 4, 5
Journalist and educator Scott T. Weber
of the Delaware Cultural Arts Center, who
formerly taught and advised student
publications at Dublin (Ohio) High School,
will give the keynote address at the sixth
annual Bowling Green State University
Conference on Local History April 4 and

5.
Weber, who now teaches writing at the
Delaware Cultural Arts Center and is a
photojournalist with the Dublin Villager
newspaper, will discuss how his former
students learned about local history by
producing Shanachie Historic Magazine.
Weber is one of five speakers making
presentations at this year's conference,
which is sponsored by the Center for
Arcflival Collections with funding from the
Hilda Bentley Local History Endowment
The event gets underway at 6 p.m.
Wednesday at Jerome Library on campus
with a special preconterence workshop on
historic preservation led by Glenn A.
Harper, northwest regional coordinator of
the Ohio Historic Preservation Office.
Four sessiotis are planned at the daylong a>nferencelhursday with registlation
beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the lobby of the
Bowling Green Holiday
IM. .
.

In addition to Weber, speakers will indude Christopher Duckworth of the Ohio
Historical Society; Or. Marilyn Ferris Motz,
popular ailture; and author Jane Sikes
Hageman, an expert on Ohio decorative
arts from Cincinnati.
Registration for the day-long conference
session is $7.50, with an optional lunch
available for an additional $625.
The special evening workshop the
preceding day has a separate registraton
fee of $10. Registration in the workshop is
limited to 30 participants.
For more information or to register to
attend, contact Bowling Green's Center
for Arcflival Collections, phone 372-2411.

Roundtable meets
-viruses· will be the topic of the next
Administrative Microcomputer
Roundtable. It will be from 1 :30-2:30 p.m.
in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.
Persons atten<ing the roundtable are
asked to bring a 51/4 disk for the IBM or
a 3 1/2 disk for the Macintosh to obtain
virus protection and detection freeWare or

Shareware. .

Faculty/Staff presentations

Philosopher to speak
on global civil rights

Joyce A. Bllnn. academic enhancement,
presented "Is Con1ent Tutoring in lhe Sciences
Sufficient lo Help Underprepared Students

Dr. Richard H. King, a world-renowned
social aitic, historian and philosopher

Succeed in Science?" at lhe annual conference
of lhe College Reading Association Nov. 3·5 in
~

from the University of Nottingham, will
speak on -Civil Rights in Global Perspective: Non-VIOient Protest Politics from
Montgomery •
Alabama, to
Berlin. Johan-

Several lhealre faculty gave presentations at
the Speech Communication Association
convention in San Francisco Nov. 18-21.
Ronald E. Shields presented "Inside a Poers
Garden: John Masefiekfs Private Theatre."
Robert Gron responded 1o a panel presenta·
lion on "Twentieth Century Theatres: Changed.
Lost and Reclaimed." Shields and Norman
Myers presented "The Killer Monologue in
Contemporary Drama.. Allen s. White
presented "Suggestions for Integration of
Professional Training in a Liberal Arts Setting."
Allen N. ~presented "Theatre Units: Or·
ganizational Structures for Higher Edi ic:alion. •
Robert Gron presented "The Value of the MFA

nesburg, and
Tiananmen
Square" at 7:30
p.m .April 4 in the
Joe E. Brown
Theatre of
University Hall.
In his address,
King will describe

how recent
Richard King
events have
grown out of post
World War II protest politics in Africa, the
Middle East and the American South.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the
University of North Carolina, King holds a
master's degree in American studies from
Yale and a doctorate in American history
from the University of Virginia. He has
taught American studies at Nottingham for
the past seven years.
He is the author of two books, The Party

as a Professional Degree.· Graduate students
giving presentations at the convention included
Barbara Legler on "The Weak MFA: Aca·
demic-less?": Norman Schroder on "One Ex·
peded Anything--11 Was Something Else:
Guillaume Appollinaire's ·nie Breasts of
Tiresias-; Paul Frazier presented "Ritualistic
Elements in Textual Analysis of "Waiting for
Godot'" and Mary Cutler presented "Ibsen:

Approximately 330 employees who have
worked at the University five or more
years will be honored March 29.
Those employees who have reached
15, 20, 25 and 30 years of service will be
recognized at the annual Staff Awards
Banquet to be held at 6:30 p.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
Staff with five- and 10-year anniversaries will receive their awcirds at various
presentation ceremonies on campus
presided over by an area vice president
At the banquet this year, Charles L
Codding, physical plant. will be honored
for 40 years of service.
Roger Swope, pubfic safety, and Phyllis
D. Wu~. history, will be recognized for 30

years.
Being honored for 25 years of service
are: Clifton P. Boutelle, public relations;
Mildred I. Broka. chemistry; Evelyn
Fausnaugh, University Union; l.Jllian E.
Gregg, Food Operations; Bertha E.

Hosler, custo<fial services; Charles F.
Konecny, WBGU-TV; Doris M. Mor1ock.
University Union; Willard Panon. intercollegiate athletics; Janet S. Tracy, public
safety; and Ruth M. Troxel, Custodial

Services..
Recognized for 20 years of service are:
Kaylene s. Adler. Computer Services;
Rose M. Baney. University Union; Walter
R. Beeker Jr.• public safety; Kathleen J.
Bucher, University Bookstore; John J.
Buckenmyer, University Bookstore; Petra
G. Castro, custodial services; Patricia D.
ColrlllS, li>raly and learning resources;
Nancy A. David, Food Operations; Gregg
T. DeCrane, student activities; Jane E.
Deitemyer, Food Operations; Delores R.
Delemase, University Union; Manlyn E.
Dewyre, HPER; Ralph A. Duchacek Jr.•
Computer Services; Thomas L Glick.
admissions; Cyril A. Houser, maintenance; Carol L Hummel, custodial
services; Robert E. Kreienkamp, WBGUTV; Imogene A. Krifl ~services: and
Patricia A. Lambert. library and learning
r9'50Urces;
Also, Clarence Lane, business office;
William F. Lanning, residential services;
Danny L Malone, intercollegiate athletics;
Michael W. Malone, grounds; James B.
Medley, custodial services; Diana L
Muenger, Student Recreation Center,
Marilyn J. Pahl, education; Gloyd W. Roe,
maintenance; Wayne A. Rush, public
safety; Louella M. Spangler, central
stores: Maria G. Trevino, custodial services: G. Jane Trumbull, biological
sciences; Sharon K. Whitaker, Food
Operations; Kay A. Williamson, bursar's
office; George W. Woessner. Food
Operations: Jane Wood, education;
Oonakl E. Woods, intercollegiate athletics;

Graduate College; Shirley A. Colaner,
personnel services; Beverly K. Cottennan,
busir.ess office; Suzanne H. Crawford,
continuing education; Genaro M. Cruz.
custodial services; Dean H. Gerkens,
workers' compensation; John S. Gruber,
Computer Services; Richard A. Gullufsen,
public safety; Duane L Haas, grounds;
Alice A. Hagemeyer, capital planning;
Beaulah M. Harrison, Food Operations;
William D. Jones, intercollegiate athletics;
Anita L Knauss, continuing education;
Louis M. Konrad, heat plant; and Carol J.
Lininger, Computer Services.

Also, Charles D. Mears. Computer
Services; Sandra Miesmer, bursar's
office; Rosemary Palmer, Food Operalions; Jean A. Panning, intercollegiate
athletics; Josephine M. Perez, carsto<fial
services; Sandra L Perry. University
Bookstore; Janice L Peterson, continuing
education; Randy L Roach, maintenance;
Vr::kie M. Samson. registration and
records; Richard A. Sandford, Computer

Services; Carol R. Schroeder, Food Operations; Lori C. Schumacher, paYroll;
Donald E. Shultz, transportation; Clarence
Terry Jr., admissior.s; Dante Thurairatnam, continuing education; Joaquin
Trevino, heat plant; Janice L Veitcfl;
Computer Services; Josephine Vollmar,
Food Operations; and Mary L Willmarth,
libraries and learning resources..
Being recognized for 10 years of service
are: Sharon K. Apple, registration and
records; Pamela J. Atchison, alumni and
development; Shirley L Baker, custo<fial
services; Linda C. Bartell, custodial
services; Donna J. Beam, special
education; Diana S. Bechstein, intercollegiate athletics; John M. Beck, maintenance; Jan E. Bell, WBGU-TV; Sharon K.
Bishop, custodial services; Dallas E. Brim,
University Bookstore; Janet D. Burg, Food
Operations; James Clemens, postal
services; Diane M. Colyer, continuing
education; Deborah E. Conklin, psycflology: Leona M. Converse, Food Operalions; Sally E. Copus, custodial services;
Linda L Crawford, health and human
services; Roselyn K. Crowe, aJstodial
services; Diana L Dibling, public safety;
Alice J. Donald, custodial services: Karen
S. Donaldson, financial aid and student
employment; Joan E. Eckhardt, libraries
and learning resources; Princess E.
Edwards, custodial services; and Michael
T. Frtzpatrick. WBGU-TV.
Also, Charles W. Flick. postal services,

Rosey Flores, custocfaal services; Deborah
J. Flowers, education; Helen F. Froman.
custcicfial services; Mark A. Genson. maintenance; Raymond E. Gonyer.~
shop; Robert B. Goris, University Union;
Ronald E. Greive. maintenance; Mark A.
Hafner, maintenance; Frances Hagerty,
custodial services; Linda D. Hammer,
residential services; Steve J. Herber,
Computer Services; Mary E. Hilkens,
Computer Services; Carol A. Hintz.
aJStodial services; Margaret R. Houcflins,
University Bookstore; Nancy A. James,
placement services; Harvey W. Klein,
Firelands College; Marianne Kolbe,
president's office; Wilma A. Konecny.
political science; Cindy L Koontz, bursar's
office; Carol Kurlis, libraries and learning
resources; Sally G. Lajeunesse, custo<fial
services; Marilyn I. Levinson, Center for
Archival Collec:ions: Evelyn J. Lindquist,
custodial services; Joanne M. Lohr, English; Sandra L Lorenzen, Food Operalions; Ruth A. Maas, Student Health Center; Justine Magsig, environmental studies
Program; Paul E. McCutcheon, musical
arts; Norma M. Muir, physical plant;
Wilma Nye, custodial services; Cynthia S.
Patterson. mathematics; Gloria E. Pizana.
health and human servicesfnursing;
Lucinda C. Richards, Philosophy Dorumentation Center; and Jean M. Roe,
University Union,
Also, Martene E. Rose, Q.JStcdial
services; Teresa Ruehl, (retired), custcr
dial services; Stacie L Schroeder,
management services; Victoria. A. SearsTodd, admissions; Susan A. Short.
custodial services; Sidney Sink. inten:ollegiate athletics; Margaret M. Smith (re• tired), Food Operations; Mary E. Snyder,
custodial services; Shirley M.:-Snyder.
custodial services; Shirley A. Stentzel,
custocfial services; Frances M. Thomas,
payroll; David W. Tracy, custodial
services; Frances A. Weiss, Food
Operations; Nancy A. Whelan, payroll;
Sandra S. White, payroll; Cynthia E.
Wichman, education: Janet E. Williams,
architect"s office; Robert L YC>a$t.
inventory management; Kyung-Soon Ahn
Yoon. biological sciences; and Jeremiah
F. York, intercoDegiate athletics.
Recognized for five years are: Richard
F. Amos, II, maintenance; Glenn D.
Beard, maintenance; Patricia C.
Beardsley, custodial services; Sandra
Beerman, librari~ and learning resources; Robert L W. Blackbum, public
safety; Zhanna Brant, Student Health
Center, Scot A. Bressler, intercollegiate
athletics; Macile Brumbaugh. telecommu·
nications; Jennine D. Catau, Science
- l.Jl>rary; Patricia L Cleveland, intercollegiate athletics; Laura L Davisson. political
science; Margaret E. Deluca. philosophy;
Scott A. Domer. grounds; Bruce E.

Dolores Black. heallh, physical edlration
and rec:realion, presented -sport Management:

Benefits of av~ System" at lhe first
biennial Management and Sport Confetet IC8
Nov. 29-Dec. 2 at lhe AUstrarian lnslitulitof
Sport in

camena. Australia.

Veronica Gold, Stevel1 Russell and Ellen
Wiiiams, special ech:ation, and Carrie Lane,
Ottawa Hills elementary teacher, presented
"Perceived High Priority-Low Priority Tasks for
Special Education Supervisors" at the amual
convention of the Ohio Federation COuncil for
Exceptional Children Nov. 16-18 in Dayton.
Gold, RusseD, Williams and Joy Rohn, Bowling
Green elementary teacher, also presented
"Perceived Effectiveness of Intervention
. Assistance Teams: Application for the Special
Education Student" at the same con1erence.

Downey, Food Operations; Carol J.
Drummer, post office; Linda A. Duda. University Union; Christopher S. Dunn,
researcfl services; Mary J. Dunson,
college access programs; Terry W.
Flanagan, intercollegiate athletics; Bonnie
L Fletcher, Food Operations; Rita L
Foos, University Union; Sharon L
Geahlen, Food Operations; Nicholas ~
Gorant. WBGU-TV; En"k F. Graubart.
language laboratory; Susan K. Green,
academic affairs; Doris D. Harris, Food
Operations; and Marsha Hartz, population
and society research.
Also, Marylou Hefflinger, aJStodial services; David E. Heinlen, environmental
services; Karen E. Heinze, custodial
services: Holly L Hilborn, Firelands
College; Keith W. Hofaker, musical arts;
Carolyn H. Holrister. continuing education;
Laurie Hood, purchasing; Elayne Jacoby,
Student Health Center; Gregory S.
Johns, grounds; Charles R. Johnson Jr.•
business administration; Joshua E.
Kaplan, Student Health Center, Barbara
P. Keeley, School of Nursing; John Kiehl,
maintanance; Timothy 0. King, planning
and budgeting; Joann Kroll, placement
services; Ruth A. Kruse, telecommunications; Catherine M. Kutzli, office services;
Steven D. L.ashaway. maintenance; Elvira

David Weis, applied human ecology,-presented "Dyadic: Adjustment and Sex Role
Stereotyping in Homosexual and Heterosexual
Couples" and "Sex Education, Sexual Behavior, Family Interventions and AIDS" at the
annual meeting of the National Council on
Family Relations Nov. 6-8 in New Orleans. He
also presented "Male and Female lnterprela·
lions of Women's Sexual Cues" at the annual
ainvention of the Speech Conmunicalion Associ3!ion Nov. 20-21 in San Francisco.
Dolores Black, heallh, physical edl ration
a."'ld recreation, piesented "Aqua {)yrlamcs:
Use of Movement in Water" at lhe Ohio Special
Olyn1*:s leadership conference Oct. 1 in
Coturmus.
Damy Rosenberg, health. physical education and rec:realion, presented "Hyfancfs Teleological Account of Corrl>eti!ion in Sport" and
was a co-presenter in a Teaching Sport
Philosaphy WUlkshop at the annual meeting of
lhe Phiosophic Society for the Study of Sport

K. Martinez. international programs;
James R. McArthur, architect's office;
T erTi McDonald, personnel services; Kay

Nov. 9-12 in Washing1Dn, D.C.

M. Meier, presidenfs office; M. Bien
Naderer, Fu-elands College; Reginak:I M.

Peggy !shier, edl w:atinn field experience and
Slandards ~.presented "Elements of
Effective Teaching for Beginning Teachers"

Oliver, intercollegiate athletics; Susan M.
Pauly, academic enhancement; Leslie E.
Perez. biological sciences; Nancy J.
Pfouts. technology; Kimberly J. Phillips,
School of Art; Annette M. Reazin, Computer Services; and Sandra S. Reiber,

Hammond

fromthefront

Firelands CoDege.

academic year at the University as a
Senior Fellow of the Harold and Helen

Also, Frances A. Roe, Food Operations;
Lynette S. Rosebrook. financial aid and
student employment; Jeffrey R. Ruehl,
heat plant; Joann Sanders, F1telands College; Pamela J. Sanders; registration and
records; Arny G. Saxe; alumni and
·
development; Donald F. Schumacher Jr..
Computer Services; Beth L Shank.
custodial services; Mary M. Shurts,
Philosophy DoaJmentation Center, Diana
Strauss Simmons, communication
disorders; Nancy J. Snyder, custodial
services: C. Jean Suelzer, Science
l.Jbrary; Ann M. Tracy, libraries and
learning resources; Francis C. Voll,
intercollegiate athletics: Ruth Ann
Vonseggern. education!EDCI; Terrie L
Weaver, Social Philosophy and Policy
Center; Mark H. Wellman, graduate
studies in business; Mary Ellen Werner,
residential services; Timothy S. Westhoven, WBGU-TV; and Christine C.
Woods, residential services.

McMaster lnstiMe.
During his career Hammond taught at
Iowa State University and the California
lnstiMe of Technology and was vice
chancellor for natural sciences at the
University of California at Santa Cruz.
He served as foreign secretary for the
National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C., from 1974-78 and spent the
next decade working in industry. He was a
corporate research director for Allied
Signal Corp. until his retirement last year.
Among his many awards are the
Danforth Foundation Award for Gifted
Teacfling, the American Chemical Society
Award in Chemical Education and the
Priestley Award, the highest honor of the
American Chemical Society.
Hammond, a native of Auburn, Maine,
earned his bachelor's degree magna aim
laude from Bates College (Lewiston,
Maine) in 1943. He later received his
master's and doctoral degrees in chemistry from Harvard University.
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JOS9!)h G. Spinell. geogiaphy, presented
"Threats lo El Salvadot's Agrarian Relofm" at
the annual meeting of the MidwvesS Association
of Latin American Studies (MALAS), Kansas
City, Mo., Oct. 7. 1989.
Ralph SL John, applied slatistic:s and opera·
lions research. presented "Design of Experi·
ments ·An Alternative to Taguchi" at the
Northeastern Indiana Section of American Society of Quality Control. Jan. 11 .

.

.

.

tional Hazards vs. Logistic Aegtession
Approaches lo Assessing lhe Risk of Marriage
Dissolution" and "Fear of Crime and Con-

strained Social Behavior among Allanta. Bladls:
An .Applicalion of Liska's Moder at the
American Statistical Association meetings,
WastWigton, D.C., August 1989. Also, Rao will
present lhe following papers: "Family ~
ground and Erv-olment in 5c:ientific: Curricula:
An A~tion of USREL MODEL" at the
American Slalislical Association meetings,
Anaheim, Cal., August: "The Consequences of
Premarital Cohabitation fol' the Stability of First
Marriages in the United States· at the American
Sociological Association meetings, Washing-

sented "'Religious Communication in American
Culture Today" at lhe Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ElCA) Region Six

ton, D.C .. August; and both "Issues Surrounding the Development of a Graduate Program in
Appllied Demography" and "The Frequency of
Sexual Intercourse in Intimate Rela!ionships: A
Comparision of Married and Cohabiting
Couples in the United States" at the Population

Communication Consultation at Lourdes

Association of America meetings, May.

Laurence J. Jankowski, journalism. pre-

College, Sylvania, Jan. 19.
Jeny Strelchler, technology' presented
"Strategic Management of Technology: How
Industry Does It - With I~ for Educators" at lhe 5th Amual Technological Literacy
Conference of lhe National Association for
Science, Technology and Society (NASTSJ,
Washington. D.C., Feb. 3.

Frank M. Bosworth, design, visual commuNornian J. llyers. theatre, presented "Theatre of lhe Past or Theatre of the Future? News
of Soviet Theatre in American Publications," at
lhe international 5YfTlJOSium, "Theatre USSR:
Revolution and Tradition," Dec. 2 at lhe Uriversily of South caroina. Coluntia.

of Eros: Radical Social Thought and the
Realm of Freedom and A Southern
Renaissarice: The Cultural Awakening of
theAmericanSouth. 1930-1955.
King's address at Bowling Green is free
and open to the public. The lecture will be
followed by an open reception.

.

Dec. 7 fol' lhe BoMng Green City Schools. On
Nov. 17 she presented "Mentor Training fol'
~ovec:f Supervision of Beginning Teachers"
for the Akron City Schools.

Feminist or Faker."

Staff members are ·recognized for years of service to the University
and Maria Ybanes, custodial services.
Being honored for 15 years are: Carol J.
Ash, financial aid and student employment; Judy A. Babcock. financial aid and
student employment; Margaret I. Barbour,
Firelands College; Kaye A. Boucher,
aJStodial services; Deborah s. Burris,

Faculty/Staffgrants

nication tech IOlogy, presented "Convnmicalion of Design Ideas - A Theoretical Model for

Evalualing lhe Effectiveness of VISual
Communication Between Desigl le!' and Cient"
at the 1990 International Desiglled Cormlunication .Coufeietic:e, Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 6.
Franldln Goza, sociology, preserited "Peasant Migration and Prolelarianizat in Brazil" at
the University of Toledo's January Sociology
~lil•m.

Roger Bel uiell, edl w:atinn and allied Pft>fessions, presented "Membership, Commitment,
and !he Rewards of Bolh" at the Bowling Green
Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, professional
education honorary society' Jan. 18.

Joseph G. SplnelD, geography. presented
"El Salvador's ·L..ar.d-to-lhe-Tdler' Program.
Phase ur at the annual meeting of the East
Lakes Division of the Association of American
Geographers, Charleston, W. Va, Nov. 20.
1989.

Bartley A. Brennan, legal studies. presented
"The Foreign Corrupt Prac:tices kJ. Amendments: Death of a law" at lhe annual meeting
of the Pacific Southw<JSt Business Law
.Association in Los Angeles, Cal .. Feb._8-11.

l<m'9l Gould, romai ice languages, presented "Oe-politicizi and Ae-potitic;izil,,, Modemty in Quebec: Feminist Peispedives" at the
Associal)m for Canadian Studies in lhe U.S.,
San Francisco, Noveni>et" 1989 and "Theory's
Space: Recent Texts by Nicxlle Brossard and
France Theoret" at the Conference on "le Dis·
c:ours Feminin dans la lillerature post-modeme
du Quebec," University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario, November 1989.
M. Nell Browne and John H. Hoag, both of
ec:ouomics, presented "MoratHazard in Teaching" at the Missouri VaDey Ecxlnomic Association Convention, Memphis. Tenn., Feb. 23.

llic:hael A. llaggiotto, poli1ical science.
$3.641 supplemen1 from Libbey-Owens-Ford.
Inc.• lo fund a supervised job position involving
political action and citzenship ed•ICation
outreach activities assigned 1o a nominated
graduate student

W. Thomas Southern, special education,
$89,950 from Indiana University (sub-contract
from their used grant), to fund Project Spring
(Spec:ial Populations Resource Information
Network for the Gifted) and their establishment
of a three-state, regional network including
BGSU. Indiana University and The University of
Illinois. The network will de·1elop the means of
idenbfying gifted and talented students among
the rural and urban ec:onomic:aJly disadvantaged. children with handicapping conditions.
and those trom ethnically diverse backgrounds.

Marilyn Shrude, musical arts. $4.736 lrom
the Ohio Arts Council (Arts Development - New
Works Program), lo support experimental voc:al
performer and composer. Judy LaBarbara. and
feminist visual artist, Judy Chicago. for their
collaboration on an opera which is based on
female creation myths from primtive and
cont~ cultures. The production wiH premier at Kobac:ker HaD and WBGU-TV wiU
produce a videotape for distrbrtion lo other
PSS sta!ions.

K. Yanlnadha Rao, sociology, $980 from the
International Union for lhe Sc:ientific Study of
Population, funded the attei Ida ICe lo the
International Popc•ation Confeletice. Also.
$5,000 from the Canadian Enmssy, to fund
lhe North American Conference on Applied Demog1aphy, BGSl,J. October 1990.

John W. SIM, tectuilogy, $15,364 from
Mara!hon Special Prpduc:ts ($5,060), Cooper
Industrial Products ($5, 152) and McCord
Products, Inc. ($5,152), lo develop and
maintain consultation services; to c:onduc:I
workshop and applied research activities;
provide for mutual exchange of technology with
Northwest Ohio dients; and conduct activities
leading to increased links between the College
of Technology and various organizations and
agencies.

K. Vanlnadha Rao, sociology, presented
"What is Happening lo COhabitation in Canada?" at the International Union for the
Scientific Study of Populatiofl General Confer·
ence, New Delhi, Sept. 20-27, 1989: -Propor-

Paulsen

Convention, Dayton, Feb. 3.

1rom the front

tion to academic excellence. Paulsen wa'i
not aware of the name change until it was
announced at the Mortar Board homecoming breakfast this year where she was
presented with a plaque. ·1 regard this
recognition as one of the most distinctive
honors during my many years here;
Paulsen said.
The Fayetta Paulsen chapter of Mortar
Board is a senior academic honorary
whose members meet high academic and
leadership standards and provide community service. Since its charter year, approximately 650 members have been
tapped into the organization.

csc

Victor Ellsworth, music:, presented a
session entitled "The Double Bass in the
School Band. Orchestra. and Jazz Ensembleat the Ohio Music ECuc:ation Association State

Paulsen also has been involved in
several p.-ofessional organizations,
induding being president of the Ohio
Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, the Ohio College Personnel Association, and the Ohio Association
of Women Deans, Administrators and

Counselors.
Paulsen is looking forward to her
retirement in June. After years of
devoting her energies to the University
she is ready to pursue some leisure
activities. ·1 will play a lot of goH,~ she
said. - Laura Shock.

Thomas Kinstle, chemistry, $31227 renewal
from the Medic:al College of Ohio, to fund a
third year of research involving the synthesizing
of certain compounds and the accomplishment
of other chemical proc:eclures.
Thomas B. Cobb, environmental programs.
$10,000 from Toledo Edison ($8,000) and En·
virosafe Services of Ohio. Inc:. ($2,000). to fund
a workshop designed for middle and high
school teachers of science and social studies in
Northwest Ohio which offers graduate level

credlt.
Reginald Noble, biology, $3,000 from North
Carolina State University. lo fund a joint
program i;f scientific: exchanges concerning
pollution effects on vegetation and forest

ecosystems.
Clyde R. Willis, health and human services.
$10.000 from Ronald and Camlyn McMas!er. 10
fund an interactive, televised continuing
edl iCation program between the CHHS and the
Ottelbein-Pottage Valley Retirement Commu-

from the front

salary/benefits pool.
But Dalton warned that he expects the
University budget to be tight for the next ·
few years. 'We have a six percent cap on
tuition increases and our subsidy
inaease is much less for 1990-91 than it
was for last year; he said. "The upcoming budget is going to be tighter than it
was last year.·
In other business:
-The council approved several
handbook recommendations submitted
by the Persoonel Welfare Committee. Included in the changes was a recommendation for the reduction of the years of
service for accrual of vacation time for
classified staff. The committee suggested
the following cflanges: 80 hours of
vacation for 1-4 years of service; 120
hours ior 5-9 years; 160 hours for 10-19
years: 200 hours for 2Q:.24 years; and
208 hours, plus one additional day for
eacfl year over 24 years for 25 or more
years of service.
Judy Hagemann, chair of the Personnel
Welfare Committee, said the policy was
proposed in order to matcfl what employ·
ees of the City of Bowling Green earn. It
would also serve as an incentive for
employees to stay at the University.
The committee also proposed that the
wording of the flex time policy in the
handbook be changed to: -University
policy permits, in certain ciraimstances.
for dassified staff membelS ro adopt a
flexible work schedule, either continuous
or intennittenr (added words in italics).

The additional words indicate the flexibility
allowed tor arranging a schedule, Hagemann said.
-Joyce Hyslop. chair of CSC, reported
that a memo has been sent to Robert
Martin, vice president for operations, proposing that two days of annually accrued
sick leave be allowed to be converted into
two days of personal time with unconditional usage. The proposal was made last
year by CSC but never received a
response from the administration.
The council wants the proposal to be
sibmitted to the administration and
inserted into the sick leave policy in the
Classified Staff Handbook. Hyslop said
one stipulation for dassified staff requesting personal days is that they have at
least 100 hours of sick leave already
accrued. The two days may be used each
year. but shall not accrue from one year to
the next. Also, the two days or 16 hours
may be used in increments. but not to be
LISed as make-up time if the employee
reports late to work. The personal time
should be requested in advance.
- The couilcil made a recommendation
for summer hours. Hyslop said she would
like to see the hours be put in a policy
making it automatic that the University
would observe summer hours each year.
~udy Hagemann was appointed to
represent CSC on the University Comput·
ing Council, and Nancy Richter was appointed to the University Insurance
Committee.

nity in which four hours of programming will be
developed on topics such as music apprec;a.
tion 1or residents of the home and olher
programs targeted for nursing assistants and
licensed personnel on jotH-elated subjeds.
Pietro Badia, psychology, $88.232 renewal
from U.S. Army Medical Research, to fund
research experiments COi ic:emed with whethec
measures of event-related brain potentials
provide a reliable, valid and practical way of
predicting performance under stressful environmental. task and field conditions.

L Travis Chapin, tec:hnofogy systems.
$5.000 for Pavement Maintenance Study. to
work with the Ohio Department of Transportation to study the effectiveness of various
pavement maintenance procedures.
Michael A.J. Rodgers, photcx:hemic:al SO·
ences. S9.430 renewal from St. Vincent
Medical Center. to support Dr. Maria M. Zuk.
whose assignment to St. Vincent MedJca!
Center will involve researdl designed to
evaluate distnbution of photosensrtmng drugs
in tumorous and healthy animal tissues.

Conrad McRoberts, student fina'."lcia! aid.
$1.107.50 continuation from the Cleveland
Roundtable (Scholarship in Escrow Program).
to transfer funds whdl students nave earned
through their secondary schoors Letter Grade
Incentive Award Program to assist WT!tl their
college tuition
Rex Lowe, boology, $11.000 from The
Proc:ler and Gamble Con1Jany, to fund a
project that involves tile ana.'ysis of per1>hytic

algal samples S• ippfied by the Environmental

Safety Department of Proc:ler and Gamble.

Erick Hawkins Dance Company to perform March 29
The renowned Erick Hawkins Dance
Company will perform Thursday (Marcil
29) on campus as part of the Bowling
Green Festival Series. The performance
will begin at 8 p.m. in Kobad<er Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Three dances
cfloreographed by Hawkins. "Heyoka."
"New Moon" and -Cantilever Two; will be
featured on the. program.
The cfloreographer. a native of Colorado, was inspired to become a dancer
after seeing Harold Kreutzberg and
Yvonne Georgi perform. He was the first
American student in Geroge Balanchine's
School of American Ballet and proved
himself to be a promising choregrapher
after creating -Showpiece" for the Ballet
Caravan (later to become the New York
City Ballet).
He opened his own school in 1951 and
developed a "free flow technique." being
the first to use fluidity positively in danCe.
His school is the fourth oldest dance
school in existence.
In June 1988 Hawkins won the Samuel
H. Saipps American Dance Festival
Award for his lifetime contribution to
moden dance and a year later, PBS
produced the television special •Erick
Hawkins America.·
Hawkins has been praised for changing
•our idea of what dance is." and, at age
80, for capturing a regenerative vision of
life that "fills his new dances with a poetic
resonance, immediacy and joy.·
H°IS company's appearance in Bowling
Green will be preceded by a special
disa•ssioo of the piogram by Dr. Vincent

Corrigan. musical arts. Corrigan's free
preview begins at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan

Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Reserved seat tickets for the performance are priced at $7, $12 and $17 for

adults and $4, $9 and $14 for students.
Tickets can be reserved by calling the
center box office at 372-8171. MasterCard and VISA are accepted. Any
remaining tickets will be sold at the door
the night of the performance.

.History conference set for April 4, 5
Journalist and educator Scott T. Weber
of the Delaware Cultural Arts Center, who
formerly taught and advised student
publications at Dublin (Ohio) High School,
will give the keynote address at the sixth
annual Bowling Green State University
Conference on Local History April 4 and

5.
Weber, who now teaches writing at the
Delaware Cultural Arts Center and is a
photojournalist with the Dublin Villager
newspaper, will discuss how his former
students learned about local history by
producing Shanachie Historic Magazine.
Weber is one of five speakers making
presentations at this year's conference,
which is sponsored by the Center for
Arcflival Collections with funding from the
Hilda Bentley Local History Endowment
The event gets underway at 6 p.m.
Wednesday at Jerome Library on campus
with a special preconterence workshop on
historic preservation led by Glenn A.
Harper, northwest regional coordinator of
the Ohio Historic Preservation Office.
Four sessiotis are planned at the daylong a>nferencelhursday with registlation
beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the lobby of the
Bowling Green Holiday
IM. .
.

In addition to Weber, speakers will indude Christopher Duckworth of the Ohio
Historical Society; Or. Marilyn Ferris Motz,
popular ailture; and author Jane Sikes
Hageman, an expert on Ohio decorative
arts from Cincinnati.
Registration for the day-long conference
session is $7.50, with an optional lunch
available for an additional $625.
The special evening workshop the
preceding day has a separate registraton
fee of $10. Registration in the workshop is
limited to 30 participants.
For more information or to register to
attend, contact Bowling Green's Center
for Arcflival Collections, phone 372-2411.

Roundtable meets
-viruses· will be the topic of the next
Administrative Microcomputer
Roundtable. It will be from 1 :30-2:30 p.m.
in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.
Persons atten<ing the roundtable are
asked to bring a 51/4 disk for the IBM or
a 3 1/2 disk for the Macintosh to obtain
virus protection and detection freeWare or

Shareware. .

Faculty/Staff presentations

Philosopher to speak
on global civil rights

Joyce A. Bllnn. academic enhancement,
presented "Is Con1ent Tutoring in lhe Sciences
Sufficient lo Help Underprepared Students

Dr. Richard H. King, a world-renowned
social aitic, historian and philosopher

Succeed in Science?" at lhe annual conference
of lhe College Reading Association Nov. 3·5 in
~

from the University of Nottingham, will
speak on -Civil Rights in Global Perspective: Non-VIOient Protest Politics from
Montgomery •
Alabama, to
Berlin. Johan-

Several lhealre faculty gave presentations at
the Speech Communication Association
convention in San Francisco Nov. 18-21.
Ronald E. Shields presented "Inside a Poers
Garden: John Masefiekfs Private Theatre."
Robert Gron responded 1o a panel presenta·
lion on "Twentieth Century Theatres: Changed.
Lost and Reclaimed." Shields and Norman
Myers presented "The Killer Monologue in
Contemporary Drama.. Allen s. White
presented "Suggestions for Integration of
Professional Training in a Liberal Arts Setting."
Allen N. ~presented "Theatre Units: Or·
ganizational Structures for Higher Edi ic:alion. •
Robert Gron presented "The Value of the MFA

nesburg, and
Tiananmen
Square" at 7:30
p.m .April 4 in the
Joe E. Brown
Theatre of
University Hall.
In his address,
King will describe

how recent
Richard King
events have
grown out of post
World War II protest politics in Africa, the
Middle East and the American South.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the
University of North Carolina, King holds a
master's degree in American studies from
Yale and a doctorate in American history
from the University of Virginia. He has
taught American studies at Nottingham for
the past seven years.
He is the author of two books, The Party

as a Professional Degree.· Graduate students
giving presentations at the convention included
Barbara Legler on "The Weak MFA: Aca·
demic-less?": Norman Schroder on "One Ex·
peded Anything--11 Was Something Else:
Guillaume Appollinaire's ·nie Breasts of
Tiresias-; Paul Frazier presented "Ritualistic
Elements in Textual Analysis of "Waiting for
Godot'" and Mary Cutler presented "Ibsen:

Approximately 330 employees who have
worked at the University five or more
years will be honored March 29.
Those employees who have reached
15, 20, 25 and 30 years of service will be
recognized at the annual Staff Awards
Banquet to be held at 6:30 p.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
Staff with five- and 10-year anniversaries will receive their awcirds at various
presentation ceremonies on campus
presided over by an area vice president
At the banquet this year, Charles L
Codding, physical plant. will be honored
for 40 years of service.
Roger Swope, pubfic safety, and Phyllis
D. Wu~. history, will be recognized for 30

years.
Being honored for 25 years of service
are: Clifton P. Boutelle, public relations;
Mildred I. Broka. chemistry; Evelyn
Fausnaugh, University Union; l.Jllian E.
Gregg, Food Operations; Bertha E.

Hosler, custo<fial services; Charles F.
Konecny, WBGU-TV; Doris M. Mor1ock.
University Union; Willard Panon. intercollegiate athletics; Janet S. Tracy, public
safety; and Ruth M. Troxel, Custodial

Services..
Recognized for 20 years of service are:
Kaylene s. Adler. Computer Services;
Rose M. Baney. University Union; Walter
R. Beeker Jr.• public safety; Kathleen J.
Bucher, University Bookstore; John J.
Buckenmyer, University Bookstore; Petra
G. Castro, custodial services; Patricia D.
ColrlllS, li>raly and learning resources;
Nancy A. David, Food Operations; Gregg
T. DeCrane, student activities; Jane E.
Deitemyer, Food Operations; Delores R.
Delemase, University Union; Manlyn E.
Dewyre, HPER; Ralph A. Duchacek Jr.•
Computer Services; Thomas L Glick.
admissions; Cyril A. Houser, maintenance; Carol L Hummel, custodial
services; Robert E. Kreienkamp, WBGUTV; Imogene A. Krifl ~services: and
Patricia A. Lambert. library and learning
r9'50Urces;
Also, Clarence Lane, business office;
William F. Lanning, residential services;
Danny L Malone, intercollegiate athletics;
Michael W. Malone, grounds; James B.
Medley, custodial services; Diana L
Muenger, Student Recreation Center,
Marilyn J. Pahl, education; Gloyd W. Roe,
maintenance; Wayne A. Rush, public
safety; Louella M. Spangler, central
stores: Maria G. Trevino, custodial services: G. Jane Trumbull, biological
sciences; Sharon K. Whitaker, Food
Operations; Kay A. Williamson, bursar's
office; George W. Woessner. Food
Operations: Jane Wood, education;
Oonakl E. Woods, intercollegiate athletics;

Graduate College; Shirley A. Colaner,
personnel services; Beverly K. Cottennan,
busir.ess office; Suzanne H. Crawford,
continuing education; Genaro M. Cruz.
custodial services; Dean H. Gerkens,
workers' compensation; John S. Gruber,
Computer Services; Richard A. Gullufsen,
public safety; Duane L Haas, grounds;
Alice A. Hagemeyer, capital planning;
Beaulah M. Harrison, Food Operations;
William D. Jones, intercollegiate athletics;
Anita L Knauss, continuing education;
Louis M. Konrad, heat plant; and Carol J.
Lininger, Computer Services.

Also, Charles D. Mears. Computer
Services; Sandra Miesmer, bursar's
office; Rosemary Palmer, Food Operalions; Jean A. Panning, intercollegiate
athletics; Josephine M. Perez, carsto<fial
services; Sandra L Perry. University
Bookstore; Janice L Peterson, continuing
education; Randy L Roach, maintenance;
Vr::kie M. Samson. registration and
records; Richard A. Sandford, Computer

Services; Carol R. Schroeder, Food Operations; Lori C. Schumacher, paYroll;
Donald E. Shultz, transportation; Clarence
Terry Jr., admissior.s; Dante Thurairatnam, continuing education; Joaquin
Trevino, heat plant; Janice L Veitcfl;
Computer Services; Josephine Vollmar,
Food Operations; and Mary L Willmarth,
libraries and learning resources..
Being recognized for 10 years of service
are: Sharon K. Apple, registration and
records; Pamela J. Atchison, alumni and
development; Shirley L Baker, custo<fial
services; Linda C. Bartell, custodial
services; Donna J. Beam, special
education; Diana S. Bechstein, intercollegiate athletics; John M. Beck, maintenance; Jan E. Bell, WBGU-TV; Sharon K.
Bishop, custodial services; Dallas E. Brim,
University Bookstore; Janet D. Burg, Food
Operations; James Clemens, postal
services; Diane M. Colyer, continuing
education; Deborah E. Conklin, psycflology: Leona M. Converse, Food Operalions; Sally E. Copus, custodial services;
Linda L Crawford, health and human
services; Roselyn K. Crowe, aJstodial
services; Diana L Dibling, public safety;
Alice J. Donald, custodial services: Karen
S. Donaldson, financial aid and student
employment; Joan E. Eckhardt, libraries
and learning resources; Princess E.
Edwards, custodial services; and Michael
T. Frtzpatrick. WBGU-TV.
Also, Charles W. Flick. postal services,

Rosey Flores, custocfaal services; Deborah
J. Flowers, education; Helen F. Froman.
custcicfial services; Mark A. Genson. maintenance; Raymond E. Gonyer.~
shop; Robert B. Goris, University Union;
Ronald E. Greive. maintenance; Mark A.
Hafner, maintenance; Frances Hagerty,
custodial services; Linda D. Hammer,
residential services; Steve J. Herber,
Computer Services; Mary E. Hilkens,
Computer Services; Carol A. Hintz.
aJStodial services; Margaret R. Houcflins,
University Bookstore; Nancy A. James,
placement services; Harvey W. Klein,
Firelands College; Marianne Kolbe,
president's office; Wilma A. Konecny.
political science; Cindy L Koontz, bursar's
office; Carol Kurlis, libraries and learning
resources; Sally G. Lajeunesse, custo<fial
services; Marilyn I. Levinson, Center for
Archival Collec:ions: Evelyn J. Lindquist,
custodial services; Joanne M. Lohr, English; Sandra L Lorenzen, Food Operalions; Ruth A. Maas, Student Health Center; Justine Magsig, environmental studies
Program; Paul E. McCutcheon, musical
arts; Norma M. Muir, physical plant;
Wilma Nye, custodial services; Cynthia S.
Patterson. mathematics; Gloria E. Pizana.
health and human servicesfnursing;
Lucinda C. Richards, Philosophy Dorumentation Center; and Jean M. Roe,
University Union,
Also, Martene E. Rose, Q.JStcdial
services; Teresa Ruehl, (retired), custcr
dial services; Stacie L Schroeder,
management services; Victoria. A. SearsTodd, admissions; Susan A. Short.
custodial services; Sidney Sink. inten:ollegiate athletics; Margaret M. Smith (re• tired), Food Operations; Mary E. Snyder,
custodial services; Shirley M.:-Snyder.
custodial services; Shirley A. Stentzel,
custocfial services; Frances M. Thomas,
payroll; David W. Tracy, custodial
services; Frances A. Weiss, Food
Operations; Nancy A. Whelan, payroll;
Sandra S. White, payroll; Cynthia E.
Wichman, education: Janet E. Williams,
architect"s office; Robert L YC>a$t.
inventory management; Kyung-Soon Ahn
Yoon. biological sciences; and Jeremiah
F. York, intercoDegiate athletics.
Recognized for five years are: Richard
F. Amos, II, maintenance; Glenn D.
Beard, maintenance; Patricia C.
Beardsley, custodial services; Sandra
Beerman, librari~ and learning resources; Robert L W. Blackbum, public
safety; Zhanna Brant, Student Health
Center, Scot A. Bressler, intercollegiate
athletics; Macile Brumbaugh. telecommu·
nications; Jennine D. Catau, Science
- l.Jl>rary; Patricia L Cleveland, intercollegiate athletics; Laura L Davisson. political
science; Margaret E. Deluca. philosophy;
Scott A. Domer. grounds; Bruce E.

Dolores Black. heallh, physical edlration
and rec:realion, presented -sport Management:

Benefits of av~ System" at lhe first
biennial Management and Sport Confetet IC8
Nov. 29-Dec. 2 at lhe AUstrarian lnslitulitof
Sport in

camena. Australia.

Veronica Gold, Stevel1 Russell and Ellen
Wiiiams, special ech:ation, and Carrie Lane,
Ottawa Hills elementary teacher, presented
"Perceived High Priority-Low Priority Tasks for
Special Education Supervisors" at the amual
convention of the Ohio Federation COuncil for
Exceptional Children Nov. 16-18 in Dayton.
Gold, RusseD, Williams and Joy Rohn, Bowling
Green elementary teacher, also presented
"Perceived Effectiveness of Intervention
. Assistance Teams: Application for the Special
Education Student" at the same con1erence.

Downey, Food Operations; Carol J.
Drummer, post office; Linda A. Duda. University Union; Christopher S. Dunn,
researcfl services; Mary J. Dunson,
college access programs; Terry W.
Flanagan, intercollegiate athletics; Bonnie
L Fletcher, Food Operations; Rita L
Foos, University Union; Sharon L
Geahlen, Food Operations; Nicholas ~
Gorant. WBGU-TV; En"k F. Graubart.
language laboratory; Susan K. Green,
academic affairs; Doris D. Harris, Food
Operations; and Marsha Hartz, population
and society research.
Also, Marylou Hefflinger, aJStodial services; David E. Heinlen, environmental
services; Karen E. Heinze, custodial
services: Holly L Hilborn, Firelands
College; Keith W. Hofaker, musical arts;
Carolyn H. Holrister. continuing education;
Laurie Hood, purchasing; Elayne Jacoby,
Student Health Center; Gregory S.
Johns, grounds; Charles R. Johnson Jr.•
business administration; Joshua E.
Kaplan, Student Health Center, Barbara
P. Keeley, School of Nursing; John Kiehl,
maintanance; Timothy 0. King, planning
and budgeting; Joann Kroll, placement
services; Ruth A. Kruse, telecommunications; Catherine M. Kutzli, office services;
Steven D. L.ashaway. maintenance; Elvira

David Weis, applied human ecology,-presented "Dyadic: Adjustment and Sex Role
Stereotyping in Homosexual and Heterosexual
Couples" and "Sex Education, Sexual Behavior, Family Interventions and AIDS" at the
annual meeting of the National Council on
Family Relations Nov. 6-8 in New Orleans. He
also presented "Male and Female lnterprela·
lions of Women's Sexual Cues" at the annual
ainvention of the Speech Conmunicalion Associ3!ion Nov. 20-21 in San Francisco.
Dolores Black, heallh, physical edl ration
a."'ld recreation, piesented "Aqua {)yrlamcs:
Use of Movement in Water" at lhe Ohio Special
Olyn1*:s leadership conference Oct. 1 in
Coturmus.
Damy Rosenberg, health. physical education and rec:realion, presented "Hyfancfs Teleological Account of Corrl>eti!ion in Sport" and
was a co-presenter in a Teaching Sport
Philosaphy WUlkshop at the annual meeting of
lhe Phiosophic Society for the Study of Sport

K. Martinez. international programs;
James R. McArthur, architect's office;
T erTi McDonald, personnel services; Kay

Nov. 9-12 in Washing1Dn, D.C.

M. Meier, presidenfs office; M. Bien
Naderer, Fu-elands College; Reginak:I M.

Peggy !shier, edl w:atinn field experience and
Slandards ~.presented "Elements of
Effective Teaching for Beginning Teachers"

Oliver, intercollegiate athletics; Susan M.
Pauly, academic enhancement; Leslie E.
Perez. biological sciences; Nancy J.
Pfouts. technology; Kimberly J. Phillips,
School of Art; Annette M. Reazin, Computer Services; and Sandra S. Reiber,

Hammond

fromthefront

Firelands CoDege.

academic year at the University as a
Senior Fellow of the Harold and Helen

Also, Frances A. Roe, Food Operations;
Lynette S. Rosebrook. financial aid and
student employment; Jeffrey R. Ruehl,
heat plant; Joann Sanders, F1telands College; Pamela J. Sanders; registration and
records; Arny G. Saxe; alumni and
·
development; Donald F. Schumacher Jr..
Computer Services; Beth L Shank.
custodial services; Mary M. Shurts,
Philosophy DoaJmentation Center, Diana
Strauss Simmons, communication
disorders; Nancy J. Snyder, custodial
services: C. Jean Suelzer, Science
l.Jbrary; Ann M. Tracy, libraries and
learning resources; Francis C. Voll,
intercollegiate athletics: Ruth Ann
Vonseggern. education!EDCI; Terrie L
Weaver, Social Philosophy and Policy
Center; Mark H. Wellman, graduate
studies in business; Mary Ellen Werner,
residential services; Timothy S. Westhoven, WBGU-TV; and Christine C.
Woods, residential services.

McMaster lnstiMe.
During his career Hammond taught at
Iowa State University and the California
lnstiMe of Technology and was vice
chancellor for natural sciences at the
University of California at Santa Cruz.
He served as foreign secretary for the
National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C., from 1974-78 and spent the
next decade working in industry. He was a
corporate research director for Allied
Signal Corp. until his retirement last year.
Among his many awards are the
Danforth Foundation Award for Gifted
Teacfling, the American Chemical Society
Award in Chemical Education and the
Priestley Award, the highest honor of the
American Chemical Society.
Hammond, a native of Auburn, Maine,
earned his bachelor's degree magna aim
laude from Bates College (Lewiston,
Maine) in 1943. He later received his
master's and doctoral degrees in chemistry from Harvard University.
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JOS9!)h G. Spinell. geogiaphy, presented
"Threats lo El Salvadot's Agrarian Relofm" at
the annual meeting of the MidwvesS Association
of Latin American Studies (MALAS), Kansas
City, Mo., Oct. 7. 1989.
Ralph SL John, applied slatistic:s and opera·
lions research. presented "Design of Experi·
ments ·An Alternative to Taguchi" at the
Northeastern Indiana Section of American Society of Quality Control. Jan. 11 .

.

.

.

tional Hazards vs. Logistic Aegtession
Approaches lo Assessing lhe Risk of Marriage
Dissolution" and "Fear of Crime and Con-

strained Social Behavior among Allanta. Bladls:
An .Applicalion of Liska's Moder at the
American Statistical Association meetings,
WastWigton, D.C., August 1989. Also, Rao will
present lhe following papers: "Family ~
ground and Erv-olment in 5c:ientific: Curricula:
An A~tion of USREL MODEL" at the
American Slalislical Association meetings,
Anaheim, Cal., August: "The Consequences of
Premarital Cohabitation fol' the Stability of First
Marriages in the United States· at the American
Sociological Association meetings, Washing-

sented "'Religious Communication in American
Culture Today" at lhe Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ElCA) Region Six

ton, D.C .. August; and both "Issues Surrounding the Development of a Graduate Program in
Appllied Demography" and "The Frequency of
Sexual Intercourse in Intimate Rela!ionships: A
Comparision of Married and Cohabiting
Couples in the United States" at the Population

Communication Consultation at Lourdes

Association of America meetings, May.

Laurence J. Jankowski, journalism. pre-

College, Sylvania, Jan. 19.
Jeny Strelchler, technology' presented
"Strategic Management of Technology: How
Industry Does It - With I~ for Educators" at lhe 5th Amual Technological Literacy
Conference of lhe National Association for
Science, Technology and Society (NASTSJ,
Washington. D.C., Feb. 3.

Frank M. Bosworth, design, visual commuNornian J. llyers. theatre, presented "Theatre of lhe Past or Theatre of the Future? News
of Soviet Theatre in American Publications," at
lhe international 5YfTlJOSium, "Theatre USSR:
Revolution and Tradition," Dec. 2 at lhe Uriversily of South caroina. Coluntia.

of Eros: Radical Social Thought and the
Realm of Freedom and A Southern
Renaissarice: The Cultural Awakening of
theAmericanSouth. 1930-1955.
King's address at Bowling Green is free
and open to the public. The lecture will be
followed by an open reception.

.

Dec. 7 fol' lhe BoMng Green City Schools. On
Nov. 17 she presented "Mentor Training fol'
~ovec:f Supervision of Beginning Teachers"
for the Akron City Schools.

Feminist or Faker."

Staff members are ·recognized for years of service to the University
and Maria Ybanes, custodial services.
Being honored for 15 years are: Carol J.
Ash, financial aid and student employment; Judy A. Babcock. financial aid and
student employment; Margaret I. Barbour,
Firelands College; Kaye A. Boucher,
aJStodial services; Deborah s. Burris,

Faculty/Staffgrants

nication tech IOlogy, presented "Convnmicalion of Design Ideas - A Theoretical Model for

Evalualing lhe Effectiveness of VISual
Communication Between Desigl le!' and Cient"
at the 1990 International Desiglled Cormlunication .Coufeietic:e, Tucson, Ariz., Jan. 6.
Franldln Goza, sociology, preserited "Peasant Migration and Prolelarianizat in Brazil" at
the University of Toledo's January Sociology
~lil•m.

Roger Bel uiell, edl w:atinn and allied Pft>fessions, presented "Membership, Commitment,
and !he Rewards of Bolh" at the Bowling Green
Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, professional
education honorary society' Jan. 18.

Joseph G. SplnelD, geography. presented
"El Salvador's ·L..ar.d-to-lhe-Tdler' Program.
Phase ur at the annual meeting of the East
Lakes Division of the Association of American
Geographers, Charleston, W. Va, Nov. 20.
1989.

Bartley A. Brennan, legal studies. presented
"The Foreign Corrupt Prac:tices kJ. Amendments: Death of a law" at lhe annual meeting
of the Pacific Southw<JSt Business Law
.Association in Los Angeles, Cal .. Feb._8-11.

l<m'9l Gould, romai ice languages, presented "Oe-politicizi and Ae-potitic;izil,,, Modemty in Quebec: Feminist Peispedives" at the
Associal)m for Canadian Studies in lhe U.S.,
San Francisco, Noveni>et" 1989 and "Theory's
Space: Recent Texts by Nicxlle Brossard and
France Theoret" at the Conference on "le Dis·
c:ours Feminin dans la lillerature post-modeme
du Quebec," University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario, November 1989.
M. Nell Browne and John H. Hoag, both of
ec:ouomics, presented "MoratHazard in Teaching" at the Missouri VaDey Ecxlnomic Association Convention, Memphis. Tenn., Feb. 23.

llic:hael A. llaggiotto, poli1ical science.
$3.641 supplemen1 from Libbey-Owens-Ford.
Inc.• lo fund a supervised job position involving
political action and citzenship ed•ICation
outreach activities assigned 1o a nominated
graduate student

W. Thomas Southern, special education,
$89,950 from Indiana University (sub-contract
from their used grant), to fund Project Spring
(Spec:ial Populations Resource Information
Network for the Gifted) and their establishment
of a three-state, regional network including
BGSU. Indiana University and The University of
Illinois. The network will de·1elop the means of
idenbfying gifted and talented students among
the rural and urban ec:onomic:aJly disadvantaged. children with handicapping conditions.
and those trom ethnically diverse backgrounds.

Marilyn Shrude, musical arts. $4.736 lrom
the Ohio Arts Council (Arts Development - New
Works Program), lo support experimental voc:al
performer and composer. Judy LaBarbara. and
feminist visual artist, Judy Chicago. for their
collaboration on an opera which is based on
female creation myths from primtive and
cont~ cultures. The production wiH premier at Kobac:ker HaD and WBGU-TV wiU
produce a videotape for distrbrtion lo other
PSS sta!ions.

K. Yanlnadha Rao, sociology, $980 from the
International Union for lhe Sc:ientific Study of
Population, funded the attei Ida ICe lo the
International Popc•ation Confeletice. Also.
$5,000 from the Canadian Enmssy, to fund
lhe North American Conference on Applied Demog1aphy, BGSl,J. October 1990.

John W. SIM, tectuilogy, $15,364 from
Mara!hon Special Prpduc:ts ($5,060), Cooper
Industrial Products ($5, 152) and McCord
Products, Inc. ($5,152), lo develop and
maintain consultation services; to c:onduc:I
workshop and applied research activities;
provide for mutual exchange of technology with
Northwest Ohio dients; and conduct activities
leading to increased links between the College
of Technology and various organizations and
agencies.

K. Vanlnadha Rao, sociology, presented
"What is Happening lo COhabitation in Canada?" at the International Union for the
Scientific Study of Populatiofl General Confer·
ence, New Delhi, Sept. 20-27, 1989: -Propor-

Paulsen

Convention, Dayton, Feb. 3.

1rom the front

tion to academic excellence. Paulsen wa'i
not aware of the name change until it was
announced at the Mortar Board homecoming breakfast this year where she was
presented with a plaque. ·1 regard this
recognition as one of the most distinctive
honors during my many years here;
Paulsen said.
The Fayetta Paulsen chapter of Mortar
Board is a senior academic honorary
whose members meet high academic and
leadership standards and provide community service. Since its charter year, approximately 650 members have been
tapped into the organization.

csc

Victor Ellsworth, music:, presented a
session entitled "The Double Bass in the
School Band. Orchestra. and Jazz Ensembleat the Ohio Music ECuc:ation Association State

Paulsen also has been involved in
several p.-ofessional organizations,
induding being president of the Ohio
Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, the Ohio College Personnel Association, and the Ohio Association
of Women Deans, Administrators and

Counselors.
Paulsen is looking forward to her
retirement in June. After years of
devoting her energies to the University
she is ready to pursue some leisure
activities. ·1 will play a lot of goH,~ she
said. - Laura Shock.

Thomas Kinstle, chemistry, $31227 renewal
from the Medic:al College of Ohio, to fund a
third year of research involving the synthesizing
of certain compounds and the accomplishment
of other chemical proc:eclures.
Thomas B. Cobb, environmental programs.
$10,000 from Toledo Edison ($8,000) and En·
virosafe Services of Ohio. Inc:. ($2,000). to fund
a workshop designed for middle and high
school teachers of science and social studies in
Northwest Ohio which offers graduate level

credlt.
Reginald Noble, biology, $3,000 from North
Carolina State University. lo fund a joint
program i;f scientific: exchanges concerning
pollution effects on vegetation and forest

ecosystems.
Clyde R. Willis, health and human services.
$10.000 from Ronald and Camlyn McMas!er. 10
fund an interactive, televised continuing
edl iCation program between the CHHS and the
Ottelbein-Pottage Valley Retirement Commu-

from the front

salary/benefits pool.
But Dalton warned that he expects the
University budget to be tight for the next ·
few years. 'We have a six percent cap on
tuition increases and our subsidy
inaease is much less for 1990-91 than it
was for last year; he said. "The upcoming budget is going to be tighter than it
was last year.·
In other business:
-The council approved several
handbook recommendations submitted
by the Persoonel Welfare Committee. Included in the changes was a recommendation for the reduction of the years of
service for accrual of vacation time for
classified staff. The committee suggested
the following cflanges: 80 hours of
vacation for 1-4 years of service; 120
hours ior 5-9 years; 160 hours for 10-19
years: 200 hours for 2Q:.24 years; and
208 hours, plus one additional day for
eacfl year over 24 years for 25 or more
years of service.
Judy Hagemann, chair of the Personnel
Welfare Committee, said the policy was
proposed in order to matcfl what employ·
ees of the City of Bowling Green earn. It
would also serve as an incentive for
employees to stay at the University.
The committee also proposed that the
wording of the flex time policy in the
handbook be changed to: -University
policy permits, in certain ciraimstances.
for dassified staff membelS ro adopt a
flexible work schedule, either continuous
or intennittenr (added words in italics).

The additional words indicate the flexibility
allowed tor arranging a schedule, Hagemann said.
-Joyce Hyslop. chair of CSC, reported
that a memo has been sent to Robert
Martin, vice president for operations, proposing that two days of annually accrued
sick leave be allowed to be converted into
two days of personal time with unconditional usage. The proposal was made last
year by CSC but never received a
response from the administration.
The council wants the proposal to be
sibmitted to the administration and
inserted into the sick leave policy in the
Classified Staff Handbook. Hyslop said
one stipulation for dassified staff requesting personal days is that they have at
least 100 hours of sick leave already
accrued. The two days may be used each
year. but shall not accrue from one year to
the next. Also, the two days or 16 hours
may be used in increments. but not to be
LISed as make-up time if the employee
reports late to work. The personal time
should be requested in advance.
- The couilcil made a recommendation
for summer hours. Hyslop said she would
like to see the hours be put in a policy
making it automatic that the University
would observe summer hours each year.
~udy Hagemann was appointed to
represent CSC on the University Comput·
ing Council, and Nancy Richter was appointed to the University Insurance
Committee.

nity in which four hours of programming will be
developed on topics such as music apprec;a.
tion 1or residents of the home and olher
programs targeted for nursing assistants and
licensed personnel on jotH-elated subjeds.
Pietro Badia, psychology, $88.232 renewal
from U.S. Army Medical Research, to fund
research experiments COi ic:emed with whethec
measures of event-related brain potentials
provide a reliable, valid and practical way of
predicting performance under stressful environmental. task and field conditions.

L Travis Chapin, tec:hnofogy systems.
$5.000 for Pavement Maintenance Study. to
work with the Ohio Department of Transportation to study the effectiveness of various
pavement maintenance procedures.
Michael A.J. Rodgers, photcx:hemic:al SO·
ences. S9.430 renewal from St. Vincent
Medical Center. to support Dr. Maria M. Zuk.
whose assignment to St. Vincent MedJca!
Center will involve researdl designed to
evaluate distnbution of photosensrtmng drugs
in tumorous and healthy animal tissues.

Conrad McRoberts, student fina'."lcia! aid.
$1.107.50 continuation from the Cleveland
Roundtable (Scholarship in Escrow Program).
to transfer funds whdl students nave earned
through their secondary schoors Letter Grade
Incentive Award Program to assist WT!tl their
college tuition
Rex Lowe, boology, $11.000 from The
Proc:ler and Gamble Con1Jany, to fund a
project that involves tile ana.'ysis of per1>hytic

algal samples S• ippfied by the Environmental

Safety Department of Proc:ler and Gamble.

..
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Datebook
Monday, March 26
Economics Colloquium Series, ·Economoe
Logic of UnconscionabJ1ty AdJudication." by
·Daniel T. Ostas. Universrty of Maryland. 3 p.m ..
4000 Business Administration Building
WBGU-TV, -onio Business Outlook." 5:30
and 11 :30 p.m .. host George Howick talks with
guesl Monty G~ne. who gives his insight into
the best television commercials of 1989.
Channel 27.
Guest Recital, by dannelist Lux Brahn and
pianist Hanni Schmid-Wyss. both of Switzerland. B p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
International Alm Series, ·My Friend Ivan
lapshin "(USSR. 1982), B p.m .• 121 West Hall.

Tuesday, March 27
Master Class, instructed by Swiss clarinetist
Lux Brahn. 11 :30 a.m .• Bryan Recilal Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
On-Call Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m .•
Assembly Room. McFall Center.
Men's Baseball, vs. University of Michigan. 3
p.m., Warren E. Steller Field.
WBGU-TV Program, ·university Forum:
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m .• this program features
discussions of issues facing the University
community today, Channel 27.
Aute Forum, featuring Judith Bentley.
musical aris. 7:30 p.m .• Manor House. Toledo
Wildwood Metropark. Free.
Planetarium Show, ·11·s Aboul Time." B p.m ..

Class!fied
Employment

Opportunities
,

Eligible List
Posting Expiration Date: 4 p.m., April 6.

4-90-1

Cook 1
Pay Rar:;;i: 3
Food Operations/
Union Food Operations

An examination will be given for the above
classification. Candidates will be ranked based
on tesl scores and experience, and an "eligible
list" will be established. As vacancies occur.
names are referred from this list Employees
may apply and take the examination even if
currently in a probationary period.
Promotional Examination
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 4 p.m .• April 6.

4-90-2

Cook 2
Pay Ranges
Food Operabons/
Union Food Operations

An examination will be given for the above
classification. Candidates will be ranked based
on tesl scores. experience and past performance. and an "eligible list" will be established.
As vacancies occur. names are referred from
this lisL Employees may apply and take the
examination even if currently in a probationary
period.
New Vacancies
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: noon. Friday. Marcil 30.
3-30-1

Custodial Worker
Pay Ranger2
Physical plant

planetarium. PhyS>Cal Sciences Bu11d1ng
Guest Recital, featunng J3ZZ guitarist Herb
Elhs. B p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Ans Center. Tickets are S8 for adults and $6 for
students and senior citizens and can be re·
served by calling 372-8171.

Wednesday, March 28
Open Forum, with President Olscamp. noon.
Chart Room. McFall Center.
Computer Workshop, "Microcorl1JUler
Viruses (IBM and Macintosh)." 1 :30-3:30 p.m .•
312 Hayes Hall.
Undergraduate Council Meeting, 1 :30 p.m.,
Alumni Room. University Union.
Men's Tennis, vs. Notthem Kentucky, 3
p.m .. Keefe Courts.
WBGU-TV Frogram, "An Beat." host Becky
Laabs looks at the ar1 and cultural happenings
in northwest Ohio. 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m .• Channel 27.
Faculty Artist Series, presents tenor Rex
Eikum and pianist Richard Cioffari. B p.m ..
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, March 29
Administrative Microcomputer
Roundtable, will discuss computer viruses,
1 :30-2:30 p.m .• Ohio Suite. University Union.
Guest Master Class, by pianisl Leon Bates
who will appear March 30 and 31 with the
Toledo Syrtllhony Orchestra. 1 :30 p.m .• Bryan
Recital Hall, MOOfe Musical Arts Center. Free.
WBGU-TV Program, "Time
5:30 and
11 :30 p.m.. host Larry Weiss examines the Falcons· week in sports. Channel 27.
Erick Hawkins Dance Company Performance, 8 p.m .• Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Tickets are $7, $12 and $17 for
adults with discounts availal:Jle for students and
senior citizens. Make reservations by calling
372-8171. Vincent Corrigan. musical arts. will
present a free preview discussion of the
program at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall.
UAO Alm, "Richard Ill," 9 IJ.m .. 210 Math
Science Building.

Out:

Friday, March 30
Demography Seminar, "USREL and its
Relevance to Social Sciences." by Douglas
Baer. University of Weslem Ontario. 2:30 p.m.,
Alumni Room. University Union.
WBGU-lV Program, "Viewpoint." 5:30 p.m ..
t-.ost Judy Pasch:llis leads a discussion on the
history of women's rights and looks at issues
for women in the 1990s. Channel 27.
Treehouse Troupe, will perform two plays
for children. ·Fool of the World," and ·1n One
Basket." 7:30 p.rn .• Joe E. Brown Theatre,
University Hall. Reserved seats are S3 and can
be obtained by calling 372-2719.
Guest Concert, by composer and multimedia specialist Reynold Weidenaar. New York
University. B p.rn .• Kobacker Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Readings, by fiction writer Connie Everett
and poet Wayne Barham. 8 p.m .. Prout
Chapel.
Planetarium Show, ·11·s Aboul Time," B p.m .•
planetarium, Physical Sciences Building.
UAO Film, "look Who's Talking," Band 10
p.m.. and midnight. 210 Math Science Building.

Saturday, March 31
Men's Baseball, vs. Youngstown Stale, 1
p.m .. Warren E. Steller Field.
Women's Gymnastics, vs. Central
Michigan, time and site to be announced.
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking From
Ouilt Country: noon, host Marcia Adams

Faculty I Staff positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: Instructor (terminal/full-lime. aniticipated. nontenure track. one year). Also. instructor (temporary/full-time. anticipated, non-tenure track.
renewable up to five years). For both positions, contact James A. Sullivan (2-2363). Deadlines:
April 20.
Economics: Instructor of economics (terminal). Contact chair of the recruitment committee (22646). Deadline: April 10.
Fuelands College: Instructor of psychology/human services coordinator in natural and social
sciences depar1men1 (temporary!lull-time). Deadline: April 21. Also. instructor/assistant ploressor
of computer science!MIS, applied sciences depar1menL Also. ins!ructof/assistant professor of
business management technology. applied sciences. Deadlines: April 30. Contact the Office of the
Dean (433-5560).
·
Geography: Assis1ant professor of geographyfjOint appoinment with environmental programs.
Contact Alvar W. Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: May 1 or until position is filled.
Management: VISiling assistanVassociate professor (terminal). Contact Peter A. Pinto (2-2946).
Deadline: April 6.
·
Mathematics and Statistics: Assistant professor, anticipated. Contact Peter Pinto (2-2946).
Deadline: April 12_
.5chool of Art: Assistant professor, graphic design (temporarylfuD·time. anticipated). Contact
Thomas Hilty (2-2786). Deadline: April 20.
Special Education: Assistant professor of rehabilitation counseling (anticipated). Contact
Edward D. FISttlS (2-7293). Deadline: March 26.

The following administrative positions are available:
Capital Planning: Planning technician. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558)- Deadline: April 10.
President's Office: Executive assistant to the president and secretary to the Board of Trustees.
Contact Paul_J_ Olscamp (2·2211). Deadline.: April 15.
.

makes dishes for "Breakfast at Dawn: Channel
27
Black and Gold Ball, B p.m .. Lenharl Grand
Ballroom. University Union.
Treehouse Troupe, will perform two plays
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Basket." 7:30 p.m .. Joe E. Brown Theatre.
University Hall. For reserviilg $3 tickets. call
372-2719.
Concert, by the BGSU Men's Chorus and the
Ohio State University Men's Glee C!ub, 7:30
p.m .• Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tickets are $5 and can be reserved by
calting 372-8171.
UAO Film, "look Who's Talking," Band 10
p.m .• and midnight, 210 Math Science.

Sunday, April 1
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint," 9:30 a.m.,
host Judy Paschalis leads a disa rssiM on the
his!Oly of women's rights and looks at issues
for women in the 1990's, Channel 27.
Men's Baseball, vs. Oakland University. 1
p.m., Warren E. Steller Field.
Treehou5e Troupe, presents two children's
plays. "Fool of the World" and "In One Basket,·
2 p.m.• Joe E. Brown Theatre. University Hall.
Tickets are $3 and can be reserved by calling
372-2719.
Phllharmonia Concert, conducted by Emily
Freeman Brown, 3 p.m .• Kobacker Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Planetarium Show, ·1rs About Time: A Tale
Of Secrets Of Our Clocks And Calendars." 7:30
p.m., Physical Sciences Building.
Guest Concert, by pianisl Denise Riley.
pianisl Charles Keller, perrussionist Mike
Mallory and double bass player VIClor
Ellswor1h, 8 p.m., Kbbacker Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, April 2
Teacher Job Fair, all day, Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. University Union.
Slide lecture, 'Wynne, Copland and
Bowles: Three Women Metalsmiths of the Late
19th Century," presented by Frar.ces Killam
and Joellen Stevens. 7:30 p.m., 11 O Business
Administration Building.
International Alm Series, "Egmont.• B p.m.,
121 Wesl Hall.
Piano Recital, by Parish guesl artist Barbara
Guminska-Rosiecka. B p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Obituary
Donna M. Place
Donna M. Place, 68, a former University
employee, died March 14 in her home in
Bowling Green.
Place began working on campus in
January 1975 as a part-time derk in the
business office. She later worked parttime in office services and eventually
became a full-time employee there in
1979. She retired in February 1989.
Memorial contnbutions may be made to
the Wood County 4-H Club.

Initiation to be held
Omiaon Delta Kappa will hold its annual
spring initiation Apnl 6.
It win ~in with a breakfast from 7-8
a.m. in the Alumni Room of the University
Union. The initiation will be at 4 p_m_ in
Prout Chapel, fol.lowed by a reception
from 5-6 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge of the
University Union.
Members are reminded to wear their
ribbons to all events.

Positions are filled
Six employees recently have joined the
administrative staff_ They are: Julie
Baker, media specialist, Instructional
Media Services; Beverly Steams,
assistant to the clean, libraries and learning resources, (formerly classified); and
Jennifer Taylor, part-time program
counselor, CoDege of Education and
Allied Professions.
Also, Michael Failor, systems analyst,
Computer Services; Vlmette House,
assistant director, alumni and development; and Carl Cogar, director, physical

plant

Spring ahead by
setting your clocks
University employees are reminded to set their clocks ahead one
hour on Sunday, April 1 for the start
of Daylight Savings Time.

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. Postage Paid
Permit No. 1
Bowling Green, Ohio

Get involved;
Run for CSC
Classified employees who have
ever wanted to play a part in University governance now have an
opportunity ~n to them.
Classified Staff Council is seeking
to fill seven seats this spring with
people interested in serving as
representatives of classified staff.
Successful candidates will serve
three-year terms.
Members of council meet monthly
and act on issues dealing with
classified salaries. benefits and
concerns in the work environment.
Two council seats are open in the
academic affairs area which
includes continuing education;
library and learning resour~ the
Graduate College and resecftctl
services; the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences. Education and Allied
Professions, Business Administration, Health and Human Services,
Musical Arts and Technology;
academic budgets, institutional
studies and academic enhancement.
One seat is open in planning and
budgeting which indudes the bursar's office; financial accounting;
Computer Services; the registrar's
office; admissions; administrative
staff personnel; and telecommunications services.
Three seats are open in the operations area with two being in the
·
physical plant division, including the
arctlitect's office; dormitory custodial
and furnishings; academic custodial,
grounds and_ motor vehicles; mechanical maintenance. trades and
improvements; the heating plant and
energy control. One seat is open in
auxiliary support which includes
food service, Union food and Union
administration.
One term is open in the University
relations area which includes alumni
center; television services; student
publications and public relations.
Interested persons should send
self-nominations to CSC, P.O. Box
91, University Hall by March 30.
Elections will be held May 3.
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Senate wants
to evaluate
the president
Faculty Senate followed a complicated
process to take it through its agenda for
the.Marcil 26 meeting. But the end result
was passage of a resolution calling for a
senate committee to evaluate the
president of the University.
The senate actually convened three
times at the meeting, first as Faculty
Senate, then as a "committee of the
whole; and then as the senate again to
conclude business. The purpose of
meeting as a committee of the whole
was for an informal discussion of a
faculty survey conducted by the Senate
Executive Committee and the Bill of
Particulars as presented at a previous
meeting by the senate's former officers,
Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster and Dr. Blaine

Ritts.
The approved resolution replaces a
previous resolution proposed at the Jan.
16 meeting with the Bill of Particulars
calling for a no confidence vote in
President Olscamp. Senator Ronald
Stoner, who proposed the new resolution, first introduced it as a "friendly
substitute" which to pass requires that
no one object. In his capacity as a
senator, President Olscamp disagreed
with the resolution, saying the Board of
Trustees is responsible for evaluating
the president and the board is open to
comments from the senate and other

groups_
In 1987 Faculty Senate sought a
structured evaluation of the University
president In 1988, William Spengler,
then the board president, made it clear
that evaluation of the president is the
board's responsi:lility_ He also said the
trustees welcome and encourage input
from individuals representing
University constituencies_
The Stoner resolution then was
proposed and passed as a substitute
motion which requires a ma;ortty vote_
The resolution reads: "Resolved: That a
representative committee elected by the
senate conduct an evaluation of the
University president and his performance in office by the tenured and
probationary faaJlty, using a format
closely similar to the most recent formal
evaluation of the vice president for academic affairs. This evaluation is to be
completed before the end of faD semester 1990, and the results foiwarded to
the Board of Trustees and the president
through the chairman of the board_ A
summary of this evaluation should be
made available to all faculty.
"That the Committee on Amendments
and Bylaws compose and submit to
Faculty Senate appropriate amendments
to the Academic Charter to provide for
periodic, formal evaluation of the president by the faculty_.
Stoner said he proposed the resolution
as a mechanism for evaluation and
comment from the faaJlty on the
president's performance.
During its meeting as a committee of

Finalists are named
Rnalists for the Outstanding Student
Affairs Award have been named for the
month of February. They are: Dr. Bob Ar·
rowsmith, associate vice president for
student affairs, student services and
finance, administrative staff; Vicki Blasius,
student employment specialist, financial
aid and student employment, dassified
staff; and Denise Jefferson, graduate 25·
sistant in the Office of Multicultural Affairs.

an

Computers for rent
Microcomputers will be available for rent
for the summer through Computer
Services.
The rental fee is $50 for the period of
May 3 through August 27. Applications
are available at 241 Math Science
Building, 102 Hayes Hall or at the
receptionist's desk at Computer Services
on the second floor of the Health Center.
All applications must be received by 4
p.m. April 6. Persons with questions
should call 372-2102.

Minimum wage rises
Personnel services reminds all depart·
ments that effective April 1, the federal
minimum wage will increase from $3.35 to
$3.80 per hour. An additional increase of
45 cents per hour will raise the federal
minimum wage to $4.25 per hour on April

1, 1991.

the whole, Dr. Harold Lunde, vice chair,
explained the results of a survey sent to
• 1,078 full-time and part-time faculty on
concerns about academic freedom, free
expression and shared governance at
the University. Only 65 responses were
received from the survey. Although the

For sale
Computer Services has for sale a large
quantity of Pendaflex letter size folders
with tabs. Persons interested should
contact Anita Brooks at 372-2911.

answers were tabluated, Lunde said it
was unreasonable to draw any inferences from a 6.03 percent resp01 ise
rate.

The Office of Pubric Relations has for
sale an Adobe Type Manager for the
Macintosh for $50 or best offer. Call 372·
2716 for more information_

Continued on Page 3
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Renovation worl< on the Gish Film Theater in Hanna HaD has begun and when it is finished it wiD have new seats and an
enhanced projection area. As part of a campaign.taJZBate an endowment fund for the theater, new seats in the facility are being
named for donors who make a minimum contribution of $250. Chairs are stiU available and can be purchased by contacting the
Office of Development The 190-seat theater was created in 1976 and a rededication ceremony will take place upon completion
of the work..

Computers take the fear out of writing at Firelands
Say the words "English class" to a
student and his initial thoughts may be of
writing papers and studying great authofS. Say the same words to students at
Ftrelands College and their first thoughts
may be about computers_
Why computers? Beginning in 1987. 211
freshmen at the college traded their
pencils for a computer to use in required
English dasses Not only are they
learning how to c:orr"°5e papers directly
on the semen, but they are preparing
themselves for future jobs that may require knowledge of a computer.
Dr. Jeannette c_ Sampatacos. English
and director of the writing program at the
college, appriect for the Academic
Challeoge Grant that has funded the
purchase of more than 60 computers
being used for the EngrlSh classes_ She
admits she was initially apprehensive
about using computers, but was cognizant of the bottom line: in this day and
age, students have to be computer
literate.
"Despite the evidence around us of a
proliferation cf~ in industry, in
office and in schools, it is sometimes hard
for an EngflSh composition teacher to

accept and use computers in class,"
Sampatacos said.
Before applying for the Academic
Challenge Grant, Sampatacos experimented with using a computer in a
developmental writing class, researched
the effects of computers on writing and
attended a number of workshops. She
said it became obvious to her that to bring
Fuelands students to the necessary level
to SI icx:essfully compete in the business
world, they needed to be computer
literate as well as able to write effectively.
"Using computers and word processing
in the composition dasses seemed to
answer both needs," Sampatacos said.
"Composition is a required subject for aD
students and impacts on other subjects
throughout a studenfs college career and
his career after college_·
Using computers in composition dasses
is not something new, but making it a
requirement of an students is often
difficult beca•ise proper funding for the
equipment is not always available- On the
main campus, Dr_ Bruce Edwards,
English, has piloted a writing program
which started with four classes and has
gradually increased to 15 as money has

become availableThe larger the campus, the ~e
expensive it is to establish the many labs
needed to teach aD the sections of
composition, Sampataa:>s said Due to
Frrelands' smaBer student pop·ilatioo,
the college has been able to require aD
the students enrolled in composition
classes to take word pi ocessing. With
the first Academic Challenge Grant we
were able to equip a lab with 30 C001JUI·
ers and two large monitors and with a
grant renewal the next year, another lab
was equipped," Sampatacos said. "With
careful scheduling, this is sufficient to
teach aD of the composition dasres at
the co11ege_·
Students taking freshmen composition
at Firelands actually takt> two dasses.
One is the composition section taught by
faculty in the English department while
the other class is in word processing
taught by a computer instructor. By the
encl of the second week of the semester.
the students are composing on the computer in the composition class.

Sampatac:os said despite the extra
Continued on Page 3

Trash news: University wages a war on its waste
The University is preparing a major
assault to cut its growing mountain of
daily trash down to size.
The effort poses some critical questions. Will student residents and employees be wiTmg to separate paper, plastic
and Qlass for recycfing? Can the entire
campus learn to •go environmentalT
University officials are hoping the
answer to both questiol is is "yes,·
beca• ise winning the war on trash is a
necessity, said James Corbitt, executive
director of auxmary services, who is codirecting the effort. He said the reasons
are compelling, considering:
-The University's annual solid waste

and trash amposites now weigh in at
4,000 tons: that's almost a pound per day
for each employee and student
-The cost of upkeep. handling and cisposing of 2,500 tons, or more than 60
percent of the total, at the Wood County
landfill is $62,000 a year.
-Under a new state law, the landfill in
1992 wiD stop accepting 25 percent of
presently allowable disf.V>sables. Ohio is
fast running out of landfill space.

-The Northwest Ohio Office of the
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
has not acted upon the recent appfication
to relicense the University's 15 environ·
mentally antiquated incinerators, pending

stack tests of particulate emissions. The
tests, each of which will CX>St nearly
$2,000, may also become progressively
more demanding due to increaSingly
stringent EPA standards.
Last June Robert Martin. vice president for operations, organized a Waste
Management Task Force. Headed by
Corbitt and Keith Pogan, physical plant.
the task force includes representatives
from capital planning, residence life.
food operations. environmental health
and safety, the UnivefSity Union. the
physical plant and the Center tor Envi·

C.ontinued on Page 3

